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PRESS RELEASE  

WEBUILD GROUP SELLS CONCESSION SHARE ON MILAN M4 LINE FOR €141 MILLION WITH NEW 
CASH GENERATION 

 
SUCCESSFUL OPERTATION IN SYNERGY WITH ATM CONFIRMS THE GROUP'S ABILITY TO 

IMPLEMENT COMPLEX PROJECTS IN FULL COOPERATION WITH CLIENTS AND INSTITUTIONS 
 

90% WORK ON THE LINE EXCEEDED, CORSO EUROPA AND PIAZZA TRICOLORE AFTER URBAN 
REGENERATION WORKS TO HANDE BACK TO CITIZENS 

 
 

• Divestment agreement signed in the final stages of the work with the project nearly 
completed demonstrates the Group's extraordinary ability to deliver highly complex 
infrastructure to communities in housing-intensive urban settings 
 

• The transaction is a further step in the Group's long-term strategy on cash generation 
including through the optimization in project delivery operations in phases and the 
enhancement of non-strategic assets 

**** 

Milan, December 15, 2023 - A long, meticulous work carried out between the client, institutions and the 
company, made it possible to successfully reach an agreement for the sale of Webuild Group's entire stake in 
SPV Linea M4 S.p.A., in the interest of all players, to ATM S.p.A., the concessionaire company for the design, 
construction and operation of the M4 line of the Milan metro, for a total cash consideration of €141.3 million.  

The sale, in addition to representing an opportunity for capital turnover, also with a view to possible new 
investments, is a further step in the Group's strategy illustrated with the Roadmap to 2025 "The Future is 
Now," which includes the valorization and monetization of non-strategic assets. The deal confirms the Group's 
ability to deliver complex projects and the foresight of long-term system operations to strengthen the Italian 
infrastructure sector, such as "Progetto Italia", the industrial operation launched by the Group in 2019 together 
with CDP Equity, Intesa Sanpaolo, UniCredit, Banco BPM and several institutional investors. With this operation, 
Webuild has ensured, among other things, the continuity and progressive delivery of the M4 line, respecting 
the needs and expectations of the client and the public, also averting the danger of work stoppage and the 
delivery at a date to be determined, while also safeguarding the employment of hundreds of employees. 

The agreement was signed between the public transport management company ATM S.p.A. and private 
shareholders, including subsidiaries Webuild Italia S.p.A. (9.63 percent stake) and Partecipazioni Italia S.p.A. 
(9,63% stake). The Webuild Group was assisted in the transaction by Natixis, as Financial Advisor, and Legance 
- Avvocati Associati and Lawyer Marco Annoni, as Legal Advisor.  

In the spirit of total cooperation and attention to the area, to enable citizens to use some sections of the 
line as soon as possible, as soon as works are completed, the first sections have been already delivered, in 
recent months, which connect San Babila Station in downtown Milan to Linate airport in just 12 minutes. The 
surface areas of Corso Europa and Piazza Tricolore will then be handed back to Milan’s citizens in the coming 
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days, after a thorough plan of urban regeneration activities, which will be followed by the handover of the 
Largo Augusto areas in early 2024.  

The 15 km distance between the two terminals of Linate and San Cristoforo will be covered in just 30 
minutes; following the M4's entry into operation, the metro line will be able to carry 24,000 people per hour 
per travel direction, with an expected annual total of 86 million passengers.  When completed, the M4 line will 
help take 180,000 cars per day off the streets, with significant benefits in terms of reduced CO2 emissions. It is 
a fully automated driverless light rail line that runs totally underground, and the carriage doors open only at 
station stops, with the platform totally separated from the moving carriages: a condition that ensures maximum 
safety for all passengers.  

Works on the entire line are nearing completion with progress exceeding 90 percent, and the delivery of 
all stops is expected by the end of 2024.  

The gradual delivery of the different sections of the M4 line, which represents one of the most important 
sustainable underground mobility projects in Europe, confirms the ability of Webuild, together with the entire 
supply chain, to build large, complex, and technologically advanced infrastructures in a challenging context 
such as a city like Milan, with high population and traffic density, while at the same time safeguarding the city's 
historical and artistic heritage.  

Over the past 10 years, Webuild has delivered, often in record time, 270 infrastructures of great complexity 
and size on four continents and in the major business areas it works in.  

With more than 14,000 kilometres of railways and metros built globally, Webuild is one of the global 
leaders in the field, capable of carrying out complex works in very different and challenging urban and suburban 
contexts, including the Grand Paris Express, the Riyadh and Doha metros, the New York City metro, as well as 
the major metro lines in Rome and Milan. 

 

**** 

Webuild is an international leader in the design and construction of large complex infrastructures in the areas of sustainable mobility 
(railways, subways, bridges, roads, ports), hydropower (dams for energy purposes, hydropower plants), water (sewage treatment plants, 
desalination plants, wastewater management, dams for drinking and irrigation purposes), green buildings (civil and industrial buildings, 
airports, stadiums 
,hospitals). It supports clients in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) established by the United Nations.  The recognised 
leader in infrastructure for the water sector, it operates in 50 countries. It has 85,000 direct and indirect employees from 100 
nationalities, and a supply chain of more than 17,500 businesses. In its 117 years of applied engineering on more than 3,200 projects, 
the Group has built 14,118 kilometres of rail and metro lines, 82,509 kilometres of roads and highways, 1,018 kilometres of bridges and 
viaducts, 3,396 kilometres of tunnels, and 313 dams and hydropower plants. Projects include the Genoa San Giorgio Bridge, the second 
Panama Canal, the Lake Mead Third Intake hydraulic project near Las Vegas in the United States, the Airport Line in Perth, Australia and 
the Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural Center in Athens. Projects under construction include the Brenner Base Tunnel, Line 4 of the 
Milan metro system, the Terzo Valico dei Giovi-Nodo di Genova in Italy, and the North East Link of Melbourne in Australia. . As of June 
30, 2023, the Group had total orders worth €61 billion, with more than 90% of the Group’s construction backlog related to projects linked 
to the advancement of the United Nations 2030 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).  Webuild, subject to the direction and 
coordination of Salini Costruttori S.p.A., is headquartered in Italy and is listed on the Milan stock exchange (WBD; WBD.MI; WBD:IM).  
Since 2021, it is member of the MIB ESG, the index of Italian companies with the best ESG practices. 
 

More information at www.webuildgroup.com 

  

https://www.webuildvalue.com/it/index.html
https://twitter.com/SaliniImpregilo
https://www.linkedin.com/company/salini-impregilo
https://www.youtube.com/user/SaliniImpregilo
https://instagram.com/salini_impregilo/
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Contacts: 

Media Relations Investor Relations 
Francesca Romana Chiarano                                                                     Amarilda Karaj 
Tel. +39 338 247 4827 Tel +39 02 444 22476 
email: f.chiarano@webuildgroup.com email: a.karaj@webuildgroup.com 
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